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The customer who handed over the loyalty card to the checkout. moodboard/Cultura/Getty Images Before you go to the store, take a second to load coupons on your food card. Combined with snippet and printed coupons, your savings will be set by the record. Note: Only one manufacturer's coupon can be used on the item, regardless of whether it is a printed coupon or a digital
coupon. Or you can use the manufacturer coupon and rebate app like iBotta together. Nov. 10, 2020 9:17 am ET Print Article Caitlin O'Hara/Bloomberg Advance Auto Parts stock is falling, though the auto parts retailer reported better-than-expected third-quarter profit. Advance Auto Parts (ticker: AAP) said it earned $147.5 million, or $2.13 per share. On an adjusted basis, earnings
were $2.81 per share, while revenue rose 9.9% to $2.54 billion. Analysts were looking for EPS of $2.70 and revenue was $2.48 billion. Same-store sales climbed 10.2%, ahead of analyst estimates of 7.2%, the strongest in the past 15 years, the company said. That said, Advance Auto was down 3.8% in early trading, to $150.74. The quarter was strong, coming ahead of
expectations, and the company was urged to grow in its do-it-alone omnichannel platform as more people ordered parts online to deal with repairs. Investors may be concerned about the fact that Advance Auto did not re-introduce full-year financial forecasts, which it withdrew in April, citing the impact of Covid-19. They may also be considering an additional $9 million in costs the
company has faced with a pandemic, although other retailers with strong displays have not been penalised for costs based on coronavirus. It could also be concerned about what the vaccine would mean for the company. Advance Auto shares did not participate in Monday's rally, closing just a few cents above the city where it did at the end of last week. This could mean that
investors are worried that a re-open economy will not be good for its business. Still, analysts have been inseading about shares in recent months. AutoZone (AZO), a competitor, fell despite reporting strong third-quarter results in September. Write to Teresa Rivas on teresa.rivas@barrons.com Advance Auto Parts shares are falling, although the auto parts retailer reported better-
than-expected third-quarter profits. An error occurred, please try again later. Thank you This article was sent on Oct. 21, 2020 9:23 am ET Order Reprints Print Article Caitlin O'Hara/Bloomberg Auto shares are on roll early Wednesday, led by robust results from auto national earnings and an upgrade for Advance Auto Parts, which calls the trader stronger than has been at any
point in the last 20 years. AutoNation (ticker: AN) was up nearly 7% to $67.35 in premarket trading, on the heels of its third-quarter earnings. The car salesman said he earned $1 million, or $2.05 per share, up from $1.10 per share in the pre-year period. On an adjusted basis, earnings per share were $2.38 for revenue, which slipped 1% to $5.4. $. Analysts were looking for
earnings per share of $1.65 billion on revenue of $5.19 billion. The company said gross profit from same-sex cars jumped by 56% in the year, while profit per second-hand vehicle climbed by 43%. Total comparable gross profits climbed by 11%. AutoNation's fixed costs fell nearly 2% in the quarter, and the company increased its share-of-one plan by half a billion dollars.
AutoNation has lifted by almost 30% in 2020, helped by the rise in the price of second-hand cars, which is an area of its business that is accelerating. Elsewhere, Advance Auto Parts (AAP) rose 2% to $156 after Raymond James analyst Matthew McClintock raised its rating to Outperform from Market Perform, establishing a $175 price target. It says that after four years of in
reverse efforts, it is gaining confidence that the restructuring of Advance Auto will begin to bear fruit. Our experience is that retail establishments are going much further than short-term-focused investors who are willing to hold back on that. However, at this point we are prepared to record and say that a great improvement has been made and that this is now significantly more of a
sound company than at any point in probably this century. In the near term, McClintock says the trends support comparable sales growth in the third quarter and beyond, while potential new management targets could help investors regain interest in shares. It is the third dealer of car parts to have recently upgraded it as it bulish well at O'Reilly Automotive (ORLY) and AutoZone
(AZO). JPMorgan also supported Advance Auto earlier this month. Texas Instruments (TX.P)is not a traditional automotive stock, but it also initially got a boost from its better third-quarter results, largely due to increased demand for semiconductor components of the automotive sector. However, at the recent review, the shares were effectively flat at $150.75. Write Teresa Rivas at
teresa.rivas@barrons.com Auto shares were on a roll early on Wednesday, led by solid results from AutoNation earnings and an upgrade to Advance Auto Parts, which called the retailer stronger than it has been at any point in the past 20 years. An error occurred, please try again later. Thank you This article was sent to auto parts retailer Advance Auto Parts (AAP) - Get Report
said on Thursday that its earnings in the second quarter fell by 4.5% as results were affected by higher costs. The company earned $62.9 million, or 59 cents a share, in the quarter, compared with $65.9 million, or 60 cents a year ago. Analysts polled by Thomson First Call had expected earnings of 58 cents per share. Second-quarter revenue rose 8.3% to $1.11 billion, according
to wall street targets. Sales in the same store sales at locations opened for at least one year increased by 1.2% in the quarter. Our sales for the quarter were disappointing, the company said. We believe that sales are negatively affected by macroeconomic conditions that have reduced the discretion of our customers sales in the second quarter compared to a strong 9.0% increase
in comparable stores last year. Advance Auto Parts also recorded higher selling, general and administrative expenses, which increased to 37.6% of sales last year from 36.1%. The company said it had lost leverage on fixed costs due to softening than expected sales, and had higher fuel and insurance costs. For the third quarter, the company expects to earn 50 cents to 55 cents
per share. The company sees earnings of $2.10 to $2.20 per share for the full year. Analysts forecast third-quarter earnings of 56 cents and $2.22 for the full year. The company's shares recently traded at $30, up $1.05, or 3.6%. This story was created by a joint venture between TheStreet.com and IRIS. Risk Moody's Daily Credit Risk Score is a company's credit risk assessment
of 1 to 10, based on an analysis of the company's balance sheet and stock market inputs. The assessment provides a one-year credit risk criterion that allows investors to make better decisions and streamline their work. The daily update takes into account daily movements in market value compared to the structure of company responsibility. Advance Auto Parts Inc.-Bond has a
due date of 10/1/2027 and offers a coupon of 1.7500%. The coupon payment will take place 2.0 times a year 01.04.. At the current price of $103,019, this is a 1.46 percent annual return. Advance Auto Parts Inc.-Bond was issued on 9/29/2020 with a range of 350 M. USD. Shares of leading U.S. auto parts retailers - Advance Auto Parts, O'Reilly Automotive and AutoZone - lost
about 30% this year due to disappointing first-quarter earnings and fears that Amazon.com could almost break into the roughly $125 billion U.S. auto-parts market. However, there are reasons for the joy about pre-automatic parts in particular. The valuation of the shares - which recently received $110 or 14 times expected earnings next year - would appear to discount a lot of bad
news, ignoring the potential of Roanoke,Va.-based (ticker: AAP) to boost profit margins and boost earnings growth in the coming years. Over the next two years, shares could rise by 20% to 30% in advance as profits rise and the company proves it can stick to its own in the face of increased online competition. Scott Pollack of Barron's Advance operates more than 5,000 outlets
across North America. Commercial customers of automatic parts, such as workshops, account for almost 60% of sales, which is the largest share of the big three in the industry. These customers have specialised service requirements that could prove difficult to meet for online sellers. Like AutoZone (AZO) and O'Reilly (ORLY), the theme of Barron's positive stories in April,
Advance may well be the beneficiary of current trends in the automotive market. The average age of the US light vehicle fleet has been increasing in 2016, hitting 11.6 years in 2016. is 9.9 years Previously. Older cars require more parts and services for efficient operation. Sales of new vehicles have also increased in recent years at a seasonally adjusted annual rate of about 16
million this year from 10 million in 2009. Most of these cars will need at least some new parts in a few years. Investors have recently punished Advance for relatively small operating profit margins. Last year's margin of 9.4% (excluding the cost of one-off acquisitions) was about half the margins of its two main competitors, partly due to problems involving General Parts International,
which Advance bought in January 2014. The deal helped lift annual sales to $9.6 billion last year from $6.5 billion in 2013, but the integration of 1,000 GP stores and the entire distribution network proved more costly than expected. Michael LaChapelle, a fund manager at FoxForge Capital, sees plenty of room for advance CEO Thomas Greco, who took over 16 months ago, to turn
things around. O'Reilly's sales per employee are 50% higher than those at Advance. LaChapelle, whose company bought Advance's shares after the last sale, believes the company could consolidate some of its 50 distribution centers - nearly twice as many as O'Reilly's. It also sees significant savings from reducing the frequency of deliveries in Advance trade. It's going to take a
year or two... but these moves can save huge amounts of money, he says. Greco, 58, is already shutting down operations and cutting costs. James Barber, an analyst at Causeway Capital Management, notes that Advance has introduced zero-budget design, a cost-cutting approach popularized by Brazilian 3G Capital. The company will achieve further productivity gains, he says,
by streamlining the supply chain, improving raw material procurement and better integration of General Parts stores. Advance Auto declined to comment before the earnings announcement in the second quarter, scheduled for mid-August. Grec's initiatives could lead to a costly spread of profit margins, with margins ing to 11% to 14% in the coming years. Preujam is expected to
earn $473 million, or 6.47 shares, this year, on revenue of $9.6 billion, compared with earnings of $530 million, or $7.15 per share, in 2016. Next year, earnings per share could jump to $7.79, fueled by operating efficiency and cost savings. And as more improvements persist, investors could seek 2019 earnings of $9.50 to $10 per share. Based on Advance's 2018 price/profit
several times, which translates to a stock price of $133 to $140, though an tightening rate of profit growth could spur a revaluation. So far, the market has had its doubts. In May, Advance reported disappointing first-quarter profit, which it attributed in part to investments to improve services for and delivery. However, the company has jumped to a gross productivity target of $750
million in the four years following a preliminary forecast of $500 million over five years. WHILE MANY auto-parts investors have a good eye on Amazon's (AMZN) (AMZN) Morningstar analyst Zain Akbari says the industry's recent slowdown is cyclical. Winter weather increases the damage of autoparts; two consecutive mild winters negatively impacted the sale of parts, notes.
Amazon would be expected to eat results over time, not all of a sudden. Akbari predicts that the market for commercial parts will not be easy to disrupt. Delivery times are important as vehicle service centres strive for fast traffic between repairs and workplaces. Thus, ordering parts must often arrive in minutes or hours, not in days or even overnight. Service centers aren't too price
sensitive, too, because they pass on costs to customers, he says. Even the market makes itself not as receptive to online shopping as some might think, says FoxForgea's LaChapelle. DIY customers usually shop for certain parts you need quickly. As cars and parts become more complex, the help of Advance Auto's skilled service personnel will become more important, he
predicts. So far, the most popular car parts sold on Amazon are magnetic carriers for mobile phones and windscreen shadow covers. Advance Auto insiders seem less concerned than Wall Street about the outlook. Five have increased their shares by 16% this year to 76%, says Jonathan Moreland, who runs theinsiderinsights.com website. It's a strong purchase, he says. Even if
second-quarter earnings are disappointing, this transition year will soon end. As operations improve, financial results could be swuting, which would help stocks move forward. Email: Barron editors@barrons.com s Facebook follower Barron's on Twitter
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